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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2926-“Uncle, elders, forgive me for being 
blunt. If the Southern Boss works with the Western Boss to defeat US, I’m 
sure he is fully prepared. If we fight them, we probably won’t stand a chance 
of winning,” Angus said. 

“Well,” Everyone was instantly rendered speechless. 

They knew that Angus was right. The Southern Boss was cunning and 
capable. 

He would not come knocking on their door with the Western Boss if he was 
not certain about his chance of winning. 

It seemed overly foolish and unlike what the Southern Boss would do. 

“Also, Mister Wolf is currently heading over to support US. He advised that we 
hide and avoid direct contact with Southern and Western bosses. Let’s wait 
until he arrives. I agree with him as well,” Angus added. 

Contrary to Arthur’s intention of facing the Southern Boss and the Western 
Boss, Angus leaned toward Leon’s advice of hiding. 

“Well, that’s a pretty good idea! We can move to another location to avoid 
them. 

Once Mister Wolf arrives, his power combined with ours should be more than 
enough to defeat the Southern Boss and the Western Boss.” 

Everyone revealed expressions of joy. 

When Leon took down the Demon Lord and injured the Southern Boss, many 
of them witnessed Leon’s power. They were all aware of how powerful he was 
and that he had Potential Energy Forces. 

Given Leon’s strength, the Thompsons should be able to defeat the Southern 
Boss and the Western Boss once Leon arrives as their backup. 

All problems would be resolved by then. 



However, Arthur soon shattered their hope. 

“Hide? Where would we go? Though the Spears have scattered, the Southern 
Boss’s connection here in the southern region is still intact. There are too 
many people in this family and no matter where we hide, the Southern Boss 
would find US,” Arthur sighed. 

He was not as optimistic as the others. 

The Thompsons were a big family. Including the elderly, women, and children, 
they had hundreds of members within the family. 

It seemed impossible for such a big family to go into hiding without the 
Southern Boss noticing. 

Since there were fewer members in the main bloodline, they would be easier 
to hide. 

Still, this would not mean anything. 

The Thompsons could not possibly stand idly by while the Southern Boss hurt 
them. 

Well,” Angus and the others realized they were too naive. 

 


